






























































































































• The GEOS model has recently undergone changes to its surface and PBL parameterization that
have indeed impacted the turbulent surface fluxes. Generally, the latent heat fluxes have
increased (at least for November) in the new GEOS model.
• Yet, its climatology is still not adequate as evidenced by the fact that the model’s estimate of
the mean state quickly drifts away from that found when it is closer to initialization — and
presumably more constrained by data.
• We can use a “regime‐based” definition to provide a better understanding of how the mean
biases arise ‐‐‐ these occur through both within‐regime differences and the relative frequency
of those regimes.
• Shortly after initialization, the GEOS‐5 model forecasts remove the higher population of
unstable profiles and move towards a more neutral state, likely through convective adjustment.
• Next, we plan to try to incorporate DYNAMICS into the weather‐regime state vector and to
apply the method to more months, observational and model (CMIP‐5, MERRA‐2) datasets.
